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F!RoSH?

START HERE!

A

lright, let’s get all this
welcoming bullshit out of
the way. Hi, welcome to U
of T, we’re glad you’re here, etc
etc etc.
What’s really important here
is that you’ve just opened your
brand-new, very-own copy of
the Toike Oike (pronounced
“Toy-keey-oyk”)! The Toike
Oike was founded in 1911,
quickly becoming the University
of Toronto’s greatest humour
newspaper and also, the best
thing in your F!rosh kit.
Let’s take a quick tour. The
page you are currently staring

at is where every month, you
can find letters to the editor and
also, the aforementioned editor’s
dumb thoughts and incoherent
ramblings. Throughout every
gorgeous,
handcrafted,
and
unique issue of the Toike Oike,
you will find an abundance
of great content and even
greater graphics. Smack-dab
in the middle you’ll find our
centrespread
which,
every
month, consists of two full pages
of graphical wizardry. And finally,
near the back of every edition of
the Toike Oike, you can read our
100% accurate Toikeoscopes.

When you’ve finished reading,
I encourage you to sneak up on a
friend and rub our back page on
his/her face. See, our back page
is always black-ink-intensive,
so it can be used for this explicit
purpose. We in the know refer to
this as Toiking and it’s hilarious.
Anyway, go ahead and dive
into this month’s Toike, you
crazy kid. Oh, and if you like what
you’re reading here, you’re totally
welcome to join us! Check out the
black box at the end of the issue
for information.

difficult to ignore, especially since
FarmVille became unfashionable
and people on Facebook actually
started posting about world
issues.
Following this rude awakening to global affairs, we at the
Toike have decided to bring up
exactly what my mother specifically told me to never bring up in
conversation – politics – and to
bring to you, the people, Communist Toike.
Friends, the newspaper you
hold in your hands is jam-packed
with comedic gold for you to
share among your friends based
on need, merit, and (if Russia is
anything to go by) political lean-

-Maksim
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-Rob Ford
Dear Mr. Ford,
Dammit Rob, this is why we can’t
have nice things.
-John

ings prior to and during the revolution so as to suppress naysayers
and prevent further revolutions
and socially-motivated change.
Enjoy it, and while you’re enjoying it avoid anybody with the last
name “McCarthy.”
Take that, Mom.
John Sweeney
Editor-in-Chief 1T3-1T4

Dear Editor,
I am looking for a partner for my new business
startup. Let’s join together to make some serious dough!

Dear Editor,

Unfortunately, I must inform you that
Maksim passed away last night of
natural causes in his apartment.
-Comrade John

Wow, this newspaper is
really hilarious! I bet
this is what all the cool
kids get involved in. Can
I write for you?

Dear Editor,

-F!rosh

I’m very concerned about
the
security
of
my
school’s Grease Pole. Do
you have any advice on
how to avoid theft?

Dear F!roshie,

Dear Queens,
I recommend making a copy of your
beloved Grease Pole. That way, you
can simply deny any theft and accuse
the thieves of buying their own.
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COLOPHON
The Toike Oike is summoned each month by means of ritual sacrifice.
Following the ceremony in which our writers ingest copious amounts
of poison, The Toike Oike will appear and possess the writers, thus
inspiring our new content. Unfortuately, this ritual erases the
memories of all participants and impairs their motor functions, so we
ask the bartender to tell us all the ideas we came up with the next day.

-John

Dear Readers,

Sincerely,
Queens Engineering

B740 Sandford Fleming
10 King’s College Road
Toronto, ON M5S 3G4

Contributing Writers

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dear Editor,
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Staff Writers

EDITOR I A L
Welcome back, comrades! Once
again, we find ourselves at the
beginning of a new and prosperous school year. For the F!rosh,
an exciting year is ahead of you.
As for you returning students, it
looks like you’ll all be stuck here
for another year, too.
This past summer has been
quite an exciting one. In the
past few months, the world has
witnessed political scandals all
over the globe. Notable examples
include yet another Egyptian
revolution, the NSA spying
on US citizens, and of course,
rumours of our very own Rob
Ford’s drug habits. Yes, politics
are becoming more and more

The University of Toronto’s Humour Newspaper Since 1911

Of course you can write for the Toike!
check out our black box on the last
page and it will tell you how to sign
up for our mailing list.

WHAT HO?
The Toike Oike is a revolutionary socialist movement to create a
classless, moneyless and stateless social order structured upon
common ownership of the means of production, as well as a social,
political and economic ideology that aims at the establishment of this
social order. The Toike Oike, in its Marxist–Leninist interpretations,
significantly influenced the history of the 20th century, which saw
intense rivalry between the “socialist world” and the “Western world.”

DISCLAIMER
The radical, ultra right-wing opinions expressed in this newspaper
reflect those of the Engineering Society and the University of Toronto.
In fact, they even reflect the opinions of the writers. NOT! If you
happen to find any of the material within these pages offensive, do not
try to sue us, as we have a crack team of racially diverse lawyers ready
to bring tha pain and give out mix tapes. Sucka MC’s ain’t shit.

Also, I’m impressed you were able
to get a letter in before even starting
F!rosh week.
-John

Send your own letters to the editor! Email toike@skule.ca with the subject “Dear Editor”.

The Toike Oike is a member of Canadian University Press

Engineering Students Reeling as More and More
Parents Come out of the Closet as Apple Users
“They Say They’re Just iCurious, Just Trying Things out to See What They Like”
by G.R. Beck
Toike Oike Technosexuality Expert

TORONTO, ON –
aniel Smith is a 3rd
year Engineering student at the University
of Toronto. He spent his whole
life trying to raise his parents
into today’s technological
world with the right mentality.
He explained how Android
phones are faster and easy to
customize; how Apple laptops
are incredibly overpriced and
nearly impossible to modify;
and how iTunes is horrible
and makes you install Quicktime.
So imagine Daniel’s surprise when just last summer,
hand in hand in their living
room, Daniel’s parents Linda
and John announced that they
had bought 2 iPhones and
were thinking about getting an
iPad.
“I should have seen the
signs,” Daniel told the Toike
in a touching interview in late
August. “The iTunes icon I noticed when I was fixing their
computer over Christmas
break, the Steve Jobs biography on my mom’s Kindle, and
I even overheard them talking
about a ‘revolutionary world
changing thing’ before they
switched topics when I walked
into the room.”
“I guess I always knew, but

D

didn’t want to admit it to myself. I felt like a failure.”
Daniel is just one of many
students this year that came
home this summer to find
their parents coming out to
them. “I was always tolerant
with the idea of parents using
Apple devices,” another anonymous student admitted, “Except I just didn’t want it to be
my parents, you know? I wanted my parents to settle down
with a nice little Samsung, or
even a Blackberry.”
The trend continues to grow
as more and more children
move out to university leaving
their parents free to experiment. “They say they’re just
iCurious, just trying things out
to see what they like,” reports
resident psychologist Aimee
Wilkerson, “but more often
than not, once they buy even
a single Apple product, there’s
no turning back; they’re a part
of the Apple community.”
“I think it’s wrong that
these people are allowed to
have kids,” claims ECE student
Danash Karthigesu, “Once
they’ve outed themselves as
Apple users they should have
any child under their care
taken away and given to a
proper Google-loving family.
It’s a sin, and we can’t allow
this sin to rub off on innocent
children. Adam and Eve made
the mistake of choosing Apple,

Pictured above: are these parents ruining the progress of technology?

we can’t let out parents do the
same.”
Certain students are even
going so far as sending their
parents to Pray-The-AppleAway camp, where parents are
instructed on how over-priced
Apple products are and how
the iPhone has been falling behind in the smartphone industry for 3 years now. Students
agree that these measures are
“extreme but necessary,” but
many studies are beginning to
show that these camps do very
little besides shame parents
for what may be an entirely
genetic disposition.
“People say that it’s just a
lifestyle choice, that it’s harmless,” preaches advocate Daniel Kim, “but what they forget

is that Apple-laden parents are
teachers too. Are they going to
start putting iPhones into the
hands of our younger siblings
and iPads into the schools?
One can only imagine the impact they’re having on these
kids at such a vulnerable age.”
Radical opponents of the
Apple-trend have been quick
to point out that while Appleusing may seem relatively
harmless now, it may act as a
gateway to even more disgusting and deviant behavior such
as using Windows phones.
“Even I don’t think parents
would degrade themselves
that far,” replies Aimee, “but
if they ever did, it would certainly be the end of civilization
as we know it.”

Everyone 20 Minutes Late to Work Thanks to
Some Dead Asshole
Tragic Wreck Slightly Throws off Motorists’ Days
by Russel D. Jimmies
Toike Oike Road Rage

TORONTO, ON –
single-vehicle
crash
on the southbound
Don Valley Parkway
brought traffic to a standstill
last week, resulting in a nearly
twenty minute delay for commuters.
According to Toronto Police, the driver – some total
asshole in an SUV – hit the
guardrail and rolled his vehicle across three lanes of traffic before it burst into flames.
Police also confirmed that no
one other than “the dumbass
behind the wheel” was involved in the accident.
The driver, who has also
been described by witnesses
as a “fucktard”, “douchecanoe”, and “one stupid son of a
bitch”, was pronounced dead

A

on the scene.
“The exact cause of this
morning’s accident is still being investigated,” said Sgt.
Ryan Dickerson of the police’s highway safety unit.
“But we’re almost certain it
has something to do with the
driver being a complete and
total fucking moron.”
Sgt. Dickerson’s sentiments were also echoed by
commuters, with many lamenting the fact that it only
took one incompetent dipshit
to massively inconvenience
their day.
“What an asshat, making
us all late like that,” said Sam
Goulding, an accountant who
was on his way to the office
at the time of the crash. “I
missed my 9:00 a.m. meeting
and was slightly behind on my
work for the rest of the day because of it. Unbelievable.”

Pictured above: angry motorists’ commutes are slightly delayed

Goulding further emphasized how important it was for
him to be present at the office
promptly each morning, and
how frustrating it was that his
commute was now slightly delayed.
“This idiot managed to kill
himself while doing something as ridiculously simple
as driving, and then had the

nerve to make everyone else
late while he was at it,” he continued, “Some people are just
so inconsiderate towards others, you know?”
One man was reportedly heard yelling “nice lane
change, fuckface” as flames
engulfed the driver’s side of
the SUV.
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Chronic Masturbator Wins National Arm
Wrestling Championship
Champion Reveals “Hands-On” Approach to Victory

U of T #1 in Literally
Fucking Everything

by David Savage
Toike Oike Obscure Sports Expert

TORONTO, ON ookie Ted Schroeder
obliterated
the
competition
in
last
week’s National Arm Wrestling
Championship,
which
pits
professional
arm
wrestlers
from all over the nation against
each other in pursuit of the
prestigious Armstrong Cup.
The 20-year-old University
of
Toronto
Engineering
student’s victory comes at the
expense of five-time national
champion and two-time world
champion Harvey Whiting.
Nicknamed “The Arm of Steel”
for his nearly perfect win/loss
record, Whiting’s arm fell to
Schroeder’s in a stunning 5.3
seconds, a record low for his
previously stellar career.
“He cried like a little bitch”,
stated his disappointed coach
Ron Watts after the loss.
Whiting himself was unavailable
to comment post-match.
Relatively
unknown
in
the sport prior to his big win,
Schroeder recently revealed his
unorthodox training regimen in
today’s press conference. “My
severe social anxiety causes me
to spend most of my time in my
room, masturbating to Internet
porn” he began, “And it was
during one of my late-night
beat-off sessions that I came
across an ad for the National

R

Pictured above: Kleenex brand’s new advertisement following Ted’s sponsorship

Arm Wrestling Championship.
I thought to myself, ‘Wow, I can
finally do something productive
with what used to be just a
hobby.’”
But training for Schroeder
wasn’t as easy as one would
assume. “I was really serious
about my training. At my peak,
I was going at it for at least four
hours a day. I must have gone
through a hundred boxes of
Kleenex”
Unlike
other
athletes,
however, Schroeder’s ambition
was not met with much support
from his peers. “No one seemed

to understand what I was
working for. Things between
me and my roommate got really
tense at one point”, he points
out. “And especially with my
method of training, this isn’t the
kind of sport you can brag about
to girls”.
Thrilled with the new media
exposure, Kleenex brand tissues
decided to offer Schroeder a
sponsorship contract worth
one million dollars. “I’m beside
myself with joy” remarked
Schroeder when asked about
the sponsorship deal, “I want
to use this opportunity to

motivate other horny dorks to
do something productive with
their pathetic lives”.
So
what’s
next
for
professional arm wrestling’s
new superstar? “I got my sights
set on a World Championship
title; I’ve already renewed my
Brazzers
subscription
and
started training.” If his past
performance is any indication,
Ted Schroeder is soon to become
a household name among
obscure sports enthusiasts, and
horny dorks alike.

Student Confident He’s Smartest In Class
First Week of Lectures Lead to Boredom for First Year Student
by Russel D. Jimmies
Toike Oike Gossip Girl

CONVOCATION HALL –
eports coming from a
ﬁrst-year introduction to
philosophy course here
on campus have conﬁrmed that
student Jacob Whitten, 18, has
spent the last 30 minutes sitting in the back row of the lecture hall, quietly contemplating
just how certain he is of being
smarter than every single one
of the 600 other students currently enrolled in his class.
According to sources, Jacob
has now formed the opinion
that he is intellectually superior
to perhaps even the professor
of the course, as all of the topics discussed in class so far have
simply been a rehashing of the
philosophy course offered by
the private high school he grad-
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uated from this spring. Furthermore, despite it being only the
third lecture of the semester,
Jacob – who has sat in the back
of each class and spoken not a
single word – has thought of a
response to each of his classmates’ asinine questions, responses which are far more nuanced and cogent than anything
offered by the professor to this
point.
As of press time, it remains
unclear whether or not Jacob
will take the opportunity to inform the class of his superior
intellectual capabilities. However, speculation has suggested
that if he does so, it will likely
be through a condescending
remark highlighting the inherent logical fallacies of his classmates’ arguments, delivered
while leaning back in his chair
and smirking slightly.

News
Briefs

Pictured above: Jacob Whitten Sits back in his class contemplating how much
smarter than everyone else he is

LONDON, ENGLAND –
Each year experts from across
the world to rank the top universities. This year‘s conference
was met with nothing special
in terms of world rankings,
but once again it brings exciting news for the University of
Toronto. According to Harvey
Oxfordson, the world authority
on university rankings, the University of Toronto has recently
ranked #1 in “literally fucking
everything”. When asked about
specific areas in which UofT excels, Mr Oxfordson replied “#1
in dropout rates, #1 in debts, #1
highest earnings, #1 in everything.”
Every aspect of the university
questioned was met with a “#1”
response.
Mr Oxfordson is
confident in his dstance that
U of T is #1 in literally fucking
everything.
When asked about it’s sports
teams, Mr Oxfordson replied
“no comment”.

Toike to Switch to
Wingdings Font
The
Toike
Oike
is pleased to an
nounce that after
strenuous research
over the summer,
we
have
decid
ed on a new font
to print in, com
mencing in October
of 2013. follow
ing the backlash
of the Comic Sans
Scandal
of
2006,
The Toike Oike has
employed
its
top
graphical
art
ists
to
determine
which printed font
would receive the
best readability,
give the best aes
thetic look, and
properly
capture
the essence of The
Toike Oike. Af
ter
these
sever
al years of re
search,
Wingdings
has been chosen as
the
new
official
font for The Toike
Oike. Anyone whO
opposes
this
font
change and wishes
to complain can go
fuck
themselves,
we worked hard on
this.
This
deci
sion took a lot of
work and you damn
well
better
like
it.
Dicks
dicks
dicks dicks.

CAPITALISt News
Area Man Can’t Believe He Just Received Money
from Nigerian Prince
Florida Resident Offered Thousands in Banking Loophole
by Kanye Lingis
Toike Oike Internet Expert

MIAMI, FL –
hen Joe Richardson,
67, checked his email
last August, he was
greeted with an unexpected
surprise. He had been contacted
by Nigerian royalty to discover
that he had been offered several
hundreds of thousands of dollars
in exchange for simply offering
the current Nigerian prince,
Prince Alyusi Islassis, access to
his bank account.
“I can’t believe my luck”,
Richardson is quoted as saying
in an interview. “Of all the people
out there, I was the one Prince
Alyusi chose to help. I am so
blessed!” Extremely grateful for
the opportunity, Richardson
naturally leapt at the chance
to contact the prince for more
information.
In the email, Prince Alyusi

W

stated that he had recently come
into possession of several million
dollars, but due to issues with
his bank could only retrieve the
funds from an American bank
account. The agreement between
the two men was for Prince Alyusi
to temporarily gain access to
Richardson’s account and then
to transfer funds to his own,
leaving behind a lump payment
for Richardson in the account.
Prince Alyusi has stated that
the agreement was mutually
beneficial.
Both Richardson
and His Highness were able
to increase their net worth by
several thousands – millions in
Islassis’ case – of dollars with this
simple trick.
“All I had to do was give this
guy a little trust,” Mr Richardson
later stated in an exclusive Toike
interview. “All he needed was
my bank account number and
my social security number, and
in return he gave me a portion

Pictured above: Mr. Richardson enters his banking information and his
social security number

of his recent earnings. I made
somewhere around $300,000!”
“I thought it would be a
good idea to randomly email an
American to help me with this,
because Americans are said to
have a good grasp of finances,”
Prince Alyusi has stated. “Oddly,
I got no replies at all until my
347th email, which was to Mr

From the desk of...

Richardson. You’d think an email
from royalty would generate a
bit more interest, but I guess
monarchies aren’t America’s
thing.”
Prince Alyusi has since gone on
to invest his newfound money in
charity initiatives. Mr Richardson
however, has recently lost all his
money in an internet scam.

Rich White Man Steals Millions
World Shocked
by Kate Middleton
Toike Oike Financial Advisor

(Readers, please circle where necessary)

Dear (F!rosh/Returning Students),
Welcome to (an exciting first/another fucking) year here at the University of
Toronto. We here at The Toike Oike would like to take this opportunity to be the first to
(make you feel at home/offer our condolences) now that the 2013-2014 school year
has begun. This year is sure to be (an exciting/another awful) one.
Now that you’re here at school, you may be wondering what the best way
to pass the time is. We suggest checking out the (clubs fair/LCBO) to jumpstart your
extracurricular life for this coming year, because (getting involved/getting blackout
drunk) is going to make your year that much better. Classes are often (fun/unpleasant)
and finding a good balance between school and friends is (important/not possible), so
you might as well get (involved/smashed).
University is a great time to (explore your interests/have a metaphysical crisis). Try to take a few courses outside your area of study in order to (discover new
things/accidentally miss prerequisites for important courses). After all, that “Jane
Austen and her Contemporaries” course might just (open up your mind/remind you of
why you’ve never read Jane Austen).
Also, don’t be afraid to meet new people. The people here at UofT are what
make it so (interesting/pretentious), after all! So take a chance and say (“hi”/nothing)
to that cutie in your Monday tutorial. They’ll appreciate (making a new friend/not being
hit on) in class just as much as you’ll appreciate (getting to know them/not being the
person they switch tutorials to avoid). It’s win-win!
At the end of the day, all you can hope to do this year is to (grow as a person/make it out alive). There will be bumps in the road, but you will (overcome/drink
until you don’t care about) them, and that’s what the University of Toronto is all about:
(learning/alcoholism). We wish you the very best.
With (love/sympathy),

The Toike Oike

NEW YORK, NY –
he financial world was
rocked last Thursday when
it came to light that New
York millionaire Jacob Gregson,
CEO of international investment banking and securities firm
Ladrones & Co, had embezzled
almost all his wealth from the
firm.
“Personally, I’m shocked,”
said Angela Jones, a professional
model and Gregson’s current girlfriend. “He was your typical Wall
Street big-shot – this is so out of
character for him. He would never do something like this.”
Gregson was last seen fleeing New York City on his private
yacht in an effort to take to the
sea, however efforts are being
made by the Coast Guard to bring
him into custody.
“Jacob was an all-around
great guy,” commented Gregson’s friend and coworker Jeremy
Sharpe. Sharpe and Gregson are
co-chairs on the Melanin-Challenged Boys’ Advocacy League,
a foundation that aims to counteract the effects of affirmative
action measures to help more
white males be accepted to Ivy

T

League schools. “He really cared
about helping people in need, you
know?” Sharpe added later during a phone interview.
Authorities are hoping to reclaim some of the stolen assets
through the seizure of both Gregson’s Upper East Side penthouse
and his extensive property in the
Hamptons, which house his collection of modern, post-modern,
pre-modern, post-post-modern,
and pre-post-modern decorative
vases.
Gregson’s Hampton estate
also housed his private zebra
sanctuary and his private zebra
hunting range, which together
were comprised of thirty-one zebras. The animals are now in the
care of the Prospect Park Wildlife
Centre in Brooklyn.
Gregson’s New York doorman, Lamar Jones has stated
“You know, every few years some
old white guy steals a bunch of
money, and all you other white
people are surprised. Nobody
else is surprised. Just you.” Mr.
Jones’ ramblings have since been
dismissed by acquaintances of
Gregson.
Said Gregson’s secretary, Barbara, “But he was just so charming.”
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Top 10 Things
More Useful Than
APS111 Lectures

The Toike Oike Presents: Soviet Fairy Tales

Little Red Goldilocks and the Three Capitalist Bears
by Kate Middleton
Toike Oike Equal Comrade

THE MOTHERLAND –
nce upon a time, in the
People’s Republic of Far
Far Away, there lived a
girl named Goldilocks. She had
long, shining blonde hair that
sparkled just like gold, and she
was known far and wide for her
dedication to egalitarian, anticapitalist politics, and her extensive studies in Marxism.
One day, Goldilocks was walking through the woods when she
found herself terribly, terribly
lost. Hungry and tired, she wandered through the quickly darkening woods until she stumbled
upon a small stone cottage covered in ivy.
“This looks like a lovely place
to spend the night,” Goldilocks
said to herself. “I’m sure they’ll
have an extra bed and some food
for a fellow comrade such as myself.”
With this in mind, Goldilocks

O

• Egyptian Elections
• The UTSU
• Non-Alcoholic
Beer
• Spermicidal Anal
Lube
• The 13th Rib
• The White Crayon
• Rob Ford’s AA
Sponsor
• Not APS111 Lectures
• Sleeping through
APS111 Lectures
• Literally Fucking
Everything

walked to the front door and let
herself in as if she owned the cottage, which according to People’s
Republic of Far Far Away law,
she did (in cooperation with every other inhabitant of the People’s Republic of Far Far Away).
It quickly became clear to
Goldilocks that the inhabitants
of the cottage were not home, so
she set out to find some food for
herself. Her search led her to the
kitchen, where on the table sat
three bowls of porridge. One was
very large, one was very small,
and one was right in the middle.
This troubled Goldilocks a great
deal. She searched through the
cupboards to find another bowl,
and redistributed the porridge so
that all four bowls contained the
same amount. Then she ate one
of the bowls for herself and left
the remaining three on the table.
She was very full, and very comfortable.
Suddenly, the front door of the
cottage opened and three bears
walked in; a papa bear, a mama

bear, and a baby bear. Papa Bear
was very big, Baby Bear was very
small, and Mama Bear was right
in the middle.
“Hello,”
Goldilocks
said
brightly. “Welcome home! While
you were out, I redistributed the
porridge to reflect a more egalitarian mealtime and then ate my
portion.”
Papa Bear looked very angry.
“You ate our porridge?”
“No,” Goldilocks said patiently. “I ate some porridge, yes, but
it did not belong to you. It belonged to all of us.”
“But what is my family supposed to do now?” he asked. “In
my son’s bowl there is enough
porridge to feed him for three
days, in my wife’s bowl there is
just enough to feed her for one
meal, and in my meal there isn’t
enough for even one meal. That
isn’t fair at all.”
“But we’re all equal,” Goldilocks explained, “so we should all
get equal amounts of porridge.”
“We may all be morally equal,

however the fact remains that we
all have different needs,” Mama
Bear said. “This brand of communism ignores the fundamental
diversity of humanity and sacrifices equity for an inherently
flawed egalitarianism.”
“Exactly,” Baby Bear agreed.
“While capitalism is an extremely flawed system, at least it is less
vulnerable to this optimism that
is too easily corrupted by willful
blindness. Capitalism at least acknowledges that it leaves people
behind. Communism not only
fails everyone save for those who
were in positions of power before
regime changes, but refuses to
admit that shortcoming.”
Goldilocks smashed her bowl
down on the table and prepared
to argue her case, however she
was interrupted and subsequently eaten by Papa Bear, who was
very hungry due to the fact that
he had eaten only half of his regular dinner. Communism works
best, after all, when your constituents aren’t bears.

hroughout the history of friendly inter-school competition, the grand prize has always been to steal
a rival school’s mascot. Canadian engineering schools feature such mascots as our very own Mighty
Skule Cannon, the Queens Grease Pole, the recently liberated Ryerson Ram, and of course, the Waterloo Tool. Amidst much scandal and debate, the Waterloo Tool was recently liberated for the first time
in over 30 years. These pictures chronicle it’s adventures at Skule.

The Tool Goes to Class

The Tool Unclogs the Toilet

1982

SUBWAY® on College St. Replaces Staff With Shit-Throwing Monkeys
Sandwich-eating students note a substantial improvement in customer service
by Goat
Toike Oike Party Animal

COLLEGE ST. –
ight black-handed spider
monkeys
imported
from Central America
found their home last week in
the popular sandwich-making
Subway location on College St.
across from the University of
Toronto. The monkeys, originally
destined for the Toronto Zoo,
were accidentally delivered to
College St.’s Subway due to a
clerical error and have since
resided there to the joy of all
students in the surrounding area.

E

“Now the first thing I noticed
when I walked in on Sunday was
that I immediately began being
pelted by monkey shit,” said U
of T student Adam Parker, “not
like one of two handfuls, but
maybe somewhere between 2030 independent projectiles. It
got in my hair, in my mouth, on
my clothes, on my knapsack,
and all over my girlfriend. There
was nobody behind the counter
except another student who was
frantically attempting to build
his own sub in-between volleys of
poop.”
“So he leaves, not before
properly entering and paying for

his order at the till, and I figure
I’ll do the same. I leap over the
counter, figure out where all
the ingredients are, toast the
sandwich, pay the till, and leave.
By the end, over 75% of my total
surface area was covered in
monkey shit and I felt like I was
about to pass out from nausea,
but at no point did the monkeys
ever harass me to get double meat
or double cheese, try to trick me
into paying more, pressure me
into getting a combo, and they
didn’t try to cheap me out of
ingredients either.
“I can quite honestly say it
was the best customer service I’ve

ever received from that location.”
When
Subway’s
main
headquarters
threatened
to
return the monkeys to the
Toronto Zoo in order to restore
the previous staff, an online
petition reaching over 50,000
signatures in just under 7 hours
convinced them to maintain the
status quo and keep the monkeys
in charge of the restaurant.
Subway Sandwiches have
reached an agreement with the
Toronto Zoo in which they agree
to keep the monkeys well fed and
safe, and the Toronto Zoo gets to
keep the previous staff to create
an exhibit on greedy assholes.
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Ye Olde Mighty Skule Cannon Likes it on Top
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Chemist Trips on Acid and Drops the Base
Drop Reportedly Dirty, Grimy; Lab Floor a Mess and in Need of Clean
by G.R. Beck
Toike Oike WubDubDub

WALLBERG BUILDING –
our beakers of phosphoric
acid, haphazardly placed
on a lab floor in the Wallberg building, was all it took for
mild boredom to turn into mild
tragedy late Thursday afternoon
last week. Zeddley Benga, a master’s student at the University of
Toronto, was carrying a mason
jar of heavy base sodium hydroxide and a potted lotus flower,

F

both of which had been recently
acquired at great cost amid unstable research funding.
Zeddley reportedly tripped
over the beakers of acid while absently chatting to colleague Dr.
Steve Florence, who was busy
testing the magnetic induction
machine on both a male human
cadaver and assorted deceased
rats and mice.
“So here I am, finishing with
the Magnetic Man and ready to
move onto Dead Mouse #5, when

I suddenly I hear this Bangarang
of glass and a Skream,” said Florence in an interview.
“I saw my colleague trip and
fall through the air, and watched
in horror as the Flying Lotus
and heavy base hit about Warp
1.9 and Smash The Floor. That
was half the year’s funding and
the First Of The Year in terms
of spending, so I was pretty livid
and ready to Kill Everybody, until I saw Zedd.”
“Now, the first thing I thought

was, Zedd’s Dead. He landed on
a cake Knife (Party in the lab last
night) and that thing’s jammed
In For The Kill. The lab was already on thin ice with the faculty
so this spelled Doomsday for us.
Admittedly, as dark as it sounds,
I wish I caught a video for my Internet Friends.”
Fortunately, Zedd was rushed
to urgent care and survived the
wound. The last thing he recalls
is getting distracted by the Pretty
Lights over by Florence And The

Machine. He claims Innocence
for the accident and cites Overwerk as the cause, as he had been
working all Day N Nite and had
barely been keeping his energy
up by drinking a Scary amount
of Monsters and washing it down
with some Nice Sprites.
“Maybe I won’t Get Lucky
next time, my heart nearly had
a Massive Attack,” cited Zedd, “I
should get out of the lab more, I
Need Air, and I’m really not doing my body Justice here.”
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Athletic Centre to Introduce Nude-Only Hours
Speedo-Wearers Notice No Difference

Four Months Later, Toronto Remembers Boston Tragedy
“We Were Up 4-1 Dammit!” Cry Devastated Onlookers
by G.R. Beck

by Thomas O’Malley
Toike Oike Resident Nudist
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n an attempt to diversify
the user group at the
Athletic Centre, the Faculty
of Kinesiology and Physical
Education has made the
groundbreaking decision this
week to introduce Nude-Only
program hours on the basis of
encouraging a wider range of
athletes to train at the facility.
“We were finding that the
only people who were ever in the
Athletic Centre were the Varsity
athletes and bouncers from the
Brunny”, said an overweight
Faculty spokesperson. “These
program hours will not only
encourage a wider range of
people to get fit, but hopefully
free up the squat racks and
abductor machine as well”.
Current
athletes
are
supportive of this decision.
“Let’s get real: swimming just
feels way better naked,” some of
them are saying. (No word yet
on if the windows overlooking
the Olympic pool from Spadina
Avenue will be retrofitted with
blinds).

Pictured Above: U of T athletes try out the Athletic Centre’s nude-inly hours in a special test last spring

The
spokesperson
said
that the changes could also be
expected to increase the number
of creepy old men and affiliates
of the U of T Sexual Education

Centre exercising in the AC,
even further diversifying the
athletic centre’s patrons.
Other current AC users
seem unconcerned with the

scheduling change. “People
are always checking out my
deezed bod anyways. I would be
giving people what they want by
letting them see all of it”, said

one O-Lineman. One Speedoed water-polo athlete remarked
how little the change would
affect him: “I’m basically naked
all the time anyways”.
Noting that (perhaps) not all
users would be as comfortable in
their own skin as the football and
water-polo teams, a thorough
frisking and hard liquor will be
provided to users upon entering
the facility.
Upon entering the facility,
the nude-only areas will start in
the changerooms, where lockers
are generously available for the
storage of any clothes or other
items that may deem an athlete
“non-nude”.
There will be 3 AC-wide
Nude-Only hours per day on
four days each week. They will
not coincide with Womens-Only
hours.
The Faculty of Kinesiology
and Physical Education hopes
to make more changes soon,
and will be making updates
regarding Weakling-Only, LSDOnly, Anorexic-Only, and BicepOnly, and Lounging-AboutOnly hours to be introduced

Australian Man Lives to Age 27
National Holiday is Called

Toike Oike 3 Goal Lead

TORONTO, ON -n May 13, 2013, the lives
of over 2 million citizens
were irreparably altered
in what is now being nationally
labeled as the worst tragedy of
the year. Just moments away
from victory, 3 Bostonians,
P. Bergeron, M. Lucic, and N.
Horton, exploded in front of a
crowd of people with a burst of
energy scoring 4 goals in under
16 minutes and knocking the
Toronto Maple Leafs out of the
NHL Playoffs.
Thousands upon thousands of
citizens indiscriminately suffered
severe heart wounds and were
sent to bed feeling pretty down
about it. The Toronto streets were
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littered with bodies wandering
back home from the pub carrying
their crushed expectations and
injured sense of pride.
Now, four months later, the
citizens of Toronto have decided
to come together to remember
this horrific catastrophe.
“Toronto simply does not
forget international tragedies
of this scale,” said citizen Mary
Williams. “We live in a world
easily distracted, constantly
absorbing the most recent news
developments and forgetting the
old ones. This was an attack on
the innocent though. It was an
attack on freedom and peace.
Toronto will not forget this; we
will always remember and we
will always persevere.”
“The worst part about this
is that the ones it hurt most

Pictured Above: Citizens of Toronto look on horrified as the carnage ensues

were the ones who worked the
hardest”, stated resident Colin
Parker, “It was the ones that were
so close to the end, and so close

to victory”.
Boston citizens, on the other
hand, were thrilled to have made
the comeback and said that it was

a great boost to morale after some
other sad thing that happened in
the city about a month before.

Toikeoscopes

Aries

Taurus

Gemini

Cancer

Leo

Virgo

What you are worrying
about is of absolutely no
importance. Unless of course
you’re worrying about what
that rash is.

Literally nothing interesting
is going to happen to you
this month.

Issues
regarding
love
and romance are likely to
improve quite a bit over
the next couple weeks, but
you’re still not getting laid.

Your social life is finally
starting
to
flourish.
Unfortunately this will all
be ruined when you click
“share” on that midget porn
next week.

Your previous belief that
tequila shots are a good idea
will be challenged with a
surprise haircut.

Take off on a wild adventure
that quenches your thirst
for spontaneity and fun.
Consequently make the best
of your untimely death.

LIBRA

Scorpio

Sagittarius

Capricorn

Aquarius

PiSCES

This will be a positive month
for you in certain areas of
your life, specifically when
you visit the clinic later.

This month will bring
good times with others.
Unfortunately you have no
friends.

Life will get interesting this
week once you discover
your roommate isn’t the only
strange organism you’re
sharing the dorm room with.

That ad you responded to on
craigslist had an unfortunate
typo, I’m sure the mix up
between couch and asspounding was an honest
mistake.

Oh, you thought you were
going to pass that test?
That’s cute.

У тебя все еще нет никаких
гороскопов в этом году.

by Kate Middleton
Toike Oike International Expert

SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA
ast Friday, Perth resident
David O’Toole celebrated
his 27th birthday and made
history, all in one go. O’Toole is
now the oldest Australian-born
Australian resident in the entire
history of the country, an achievement which Australian Prime
Minister Rudd, 20, immortalised
by calling for a national holiday
to be named after O’Toole.
“It’s uncommon for Australians to live beyond the age of 25,
or 26 in rare cases,” says professor Jillian Kahn of the University of Queensland. Dr. Kahn has
been a professor at the university
since receiving her PhD in sociology two years ago, at the age of
eighteen.
A press release distributed by
O’Toole’s lawyer included a statement from O’Toole that credits
his longevity to a careful avoidance of the outdoors. “Every
step taken on Australian soil is a
risk,” the statement read. “I fully
believe I have lived this long by
avoiding all possible encounters
with snakes.”
“His [O’Toole’s] belief that he
is alive because he rarely leaves
the house is entirely plausible,”

L

Want to join the Toike? Read this Black Box!
Pictured above: stingray attacks are one of the leading causes of death in Australia

Dr. Kahn agreed. “The average Australian walks barefoot
through five miles of the outback
on their commute to work. It’s a
dangerous place to live and work,
and snakes have a lot to do with
that.”
Nine of the world’s ten most
dangerous snakes live and hunt
in the Australian outback, and
99.9% of all deaths in Australia
are snake-related (the remaining 0.01% are credited to dingorelated causes).
“You’d think we’d invest more
in snake control, or maybe in

creating safer commutes, but
all our national funding is going into hospital bills created by
these snake attacks,” said Penny
Wong, Australian Minister for
Finance and Deregulation. “It’s
a tricky situation. The minute we
stop paying those hospital bills in
order to fix up the infrastructure,
our mortality rates will soar. On
the other hand, we can keep those
mortality rates down by keeping
with our healthcare spending,
but it will mean snake attacks remaining steady.”
How Australia will confront

its snake problem is unsure, but
what is sure is that David O’Toole
is the nation’s newest darling.
Starting next month, Australian
viewers will be able to tune into
the reality show that the man just
agreed to, “Remaining Indoors
with the O’Tooles,” and there’s
talk of an upcoming book deal.
“The Australian population
has a lot to learn from David
O’Toole,” Prime Minister Rudd
said in a public statement, “the
wisdom that comes with that sort
of age is invaluable.”

Get involved with your friendly neighbourhood Toike Oike! Anyone can join. It doesn’t matter what year, faculty, discipline, or
college you’re a part of; if you can read this then you’re good enough for us.
Are you fairly hilarious? Can you photoshop like a boss? Can you draw or sketch? Do you have an appreciation for humour? Do you have
writing experience and want to try your hand at humour writing? Do people think you’re funny but you’re far too modest to ever admit
that you’re a funny person? Do you have the mad English skills required to pick out our typos and grammar follies?

If you answered “yes” to ANY of the above questions, we could definitely use a person like you!

Head over to www.toike.skule.ca/join and get on the mailing list!
You’ll be automatically notified of any and all upcoming meeting dates, times, and locations.
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